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Abstract
This paper takes first steps towards a formalization of graph transformations in a general setting of interactive theorem provers, which will form the basis for proofs of correctness of graph transformation systems.
We present parts of our formalization and take a glimpse at some strategies for simplifying proof obligations.
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1

Introduction

Graph transformations have been in use for quite a while. They have a wellestablished theory, as witnessed for example by algebraic [Bar03] and categorical
[CMR+ 96,EHK+ 97] approaches. They are well supported by a growing number
of tools, some of which [Tae03,KS06,Agr04] aim at a more or less faithful representation of the theory – we will come back to them below. Other approaches,
more pragmatic, have surged up recently in the context of “model driven architectures”. Here, the idea is to specify a software or hardware artifact graphically, to
apply transformations to refactor the model and eventually to generate executable
code. Transformation languages such as ATL [BBDV03] and Kermeta [MFV+ 05]
have an algorithmic flavor in that they organize a traversal of a graph, applying
user-supplied transformation rules.
In spite of a large body of work on graph transformations, the question of verification of transformations “in general” is far from settled. Graph transformation
systems are often perceived as extensions of term rewriting systems, so much of the
effort has gone into investigating specific properties such as confluence and termination [Plu99], which does not necessarily allow to determine whether a graph has
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a certain shape after transformation. These questions may be answered for graph
replacement systems having a restricted structure [FM97], for properties expressed
in specialized logics such as monadic second order logic [KS93] or type systems
[BCE+ 05].
However, in some circumstances, it is useful to resort to a more general setting,
in order to express stronger properties or to overcome limitations of a restricted rule
format. This gives us the same kind of advantage a program logic may have over
a static analysis for determining the correctness of an imperative program – and it
suffers from the same drawbacks, notably a sometimes heavy user intervention to
carry out interactive proofs.
The present article describes first steps towards a formal model of graph transformations, with
•

a formalization of graph transformations in the proof assistant Isabelle [NPW02]

•

the aim to obtain a program logic and support for reasoning about graph transformations

In Section 2, we give an example of a graph transformation, we sketch our formal
model of graphs and transformations in Section 3, then describe first attempts at
simplifying proof obligations in Section 4 and conclude in Section 5 with a perspective on future work.

2

Graph Transformations

To give an intuition of our approach, we present a simple graph transformation,
which duplicates a given graph. The transformation roughly applies the following
rules, in the given order:
(i) Mark all the nodes of the original graph.
(ii) For all nodes marked as original, create a duplicate node and an auxiliary copy
edge between the original and the duplicate.
(iii) For two original nodes related by an edge, create an edge between their duplicates, and mark the edge as duplicated.
(iv) Once all edges are duplicated, reset the duplicated edge mark.
(v) Delete the copy edges and the node marks of the original graph.
For experimenting with graph transformations and simulating their execution,
we use the AGG tool [Tae03]. We also borrow some of their concepts, though in
our formalization in Section 3, we depart significantly from the underlying theory.
Graphs have to obey a certain typing discipline. In our example, we have node types
Node and Orig (the latter serving as markers) and, among others, edge types E (for
edges between Nodes), Or (between Node and Orig) and Cp (between an original
Node and its duplicate).
Figure 1 shows the first rule of our transformation, expressing that if there is
a Node which has not been marked yet (i.e. there is no Or edge leading to that
node), then an Orig marker is generated and linked to our node. The other rules
are similar in spirit, each being composed of a pattern graph (the middle graph, just
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−→

Fig. 1. Mark rule

Node in Figure 1), an optional non-applicability condition (the “negated” graph in
Figure 1) and the result pattern on the right of the arrow.

−→

Fig. 2. Duplicating a graph

An example graph and the result of its transformation, just before deletion of
the copy edges and the markers, is shown in Figure 2.

3

Formal Model

One standard semantics of graph transformations is based on category theory. For
our purposes, it has the severe disadvantage of being non-constructive in the sense
that often the existence of objects is postulated, but their construction is not effectively being carried out. For example, application of a rule to a graph is described
by a pushout construction that yields a graph which is “minimal” in a certain class
of graphs. Furthermore, often results are only valid “up to isomorphism of graphs”,
so reasoning with simple equalities is not possible.
We avoid these notions as far as possible and build our model on simple settheoretic concepts. A graph consists of a set of nodes (the type obj used here is
defined as isomorphic to the natural numbers), a set of edges indexed by an edge
type ′et and a mapping associating a node type ′nt to the nodes. Note that our
model precludes the existence of two edges of the same type between a pair of nodes.
record ( ′nt, ′et) graph =
nodes :: obj set
edges :: ′et ⇒ (obj ∗ obj ) set
nodetp :: obj ⇒ ′nt option

Graphs have to conform to some well-formedness constraints: The set of nodes
has to be finite, the endpoints of edges have to be among the nodes, and the domain
of the node typing nodetp has to be equal to the node set. Similarly, there are
typing constraints: the edges of the graph have to obey a typing discipline (which
essentially defines which edge type is compatible with which node types).
A simple graph transformation without non-applicability condition (NAC) has
180
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to supply the following information: a pattern graph (just the Node in Figure 1),
the set of nodes and edges to be deleted resp. generated, and a map which types
the newly generated nodes:
record ( ′nt, ′et) graphtrans =
— pattern graph
patgr :: ( ′nt, ′et) graph
— mapping of nodes
ndel :: obj set — deleted nodes
ngen :: obj set — generated nodes
— mapping of edges
edel :: ′et ⇒ (obj ∗ obj ) set — deleted edges, indexed by type
egen :: ′et ⇒ (obj ∗ obj ) set — newly generated edges, indexed by type
— typing of generated nodes
ngentp :: obj ⇒ ′nt option

How to apply a transformation to a graph? An essential ingredient is a graph
morphism, which is just a mapping between objects. Given a graph transformation,
a graph morphism and a graph (say gr ), we can define a function apply-graphtrans
which hoists the transformation along the morphism. Among others, it deletes the
nodes of gr which are in the image of the morphism under the set ndel.
We omit the definition of apply-graphtrans which is quite technical because it
has to forestall possible pitfalls (dangling edges) and make precise what it means
to create “new” nodes and edges in a graph.
Again, we have to impose soundness constraints both on the graph transformations (deleted nodes are contained in the pattern graph, generated nodes are
disjoint from the pattern graph, . . .) and on graph morphisms (type preservation
of the mapping). As a major result of our formalization, we can prove that under these conditions, the function apply-graphtrans preserves well-formedness and
well-typing. We can thus statically reduce type soundness of graph rewriting to
checking individual transformation rules if we can assume that graph morphisms
are sound. For program proofs, this result establishes a global invariant that need
not be reproved for each rule application.
Given the definition of graphtrans, we can easily add NACs. A transformation
rule is henceforth composed of a NAC (for example the leftmost graph of Figure 1)
and a graphtrans, as before. We say that a transformation rule trr is applicable for a
graph morphism gm in a graph gr (predicate applicable-transfo-gm) if gm is a valid
morphism between the pattern of the rule and gr and there is no valid extension of
gm from the NAC into gr. Finally, we say that a transformation rule is applicable
(applicable-transfo) if there exists an applicable graph morphism.
ex-valid-gm-extension gm grs grt tp ≡
(∃ gm ′. gm ⊆m gm ′ ∧ valid-gm (gm ′ |‘ (nodes grs)) grs grt tp)
applicable-transfo-gm gm trr gr tp ≡
(valid-gm gm (patgr (tr-transfo trr )) gr tp ∧ ¬ ex-valid-gm-extension gm (tr-nacs trr ) gr tp)
applicable-transfo trr gr tp ≡ ∃ gm. applicable-transfo-gm gm trr gr tp

Note that applicability of a transformation rule is now independent of graph
morphisms. Similarly, graph transformation programs can be non-deterministic in
that a rule may be applied at different positions in a graph. When reasoning about
these programs, we will require a correctness property to hold regardless of where
the rules are applied.
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4

Simplification of Proof Obligations

Simplification of proof obligations comes in two flavors, which we will call “elimination of higher-order quantification” and “problem-specific simplification”. This
topic is still under investigation, and so we only sketch some ideas.
The formalization presented in Section 3 is higher-order. We frequently talk
about graph morphisms, and when considering the applicability of transformations,
we have to assume the (non-) existence of morphisms between a source and a target
graph or the existence of extensions of morphisms. But in fact, this is not the way
we would like to reason. We would prefer to talk about the existence of nodes
and edges in the target graph without reference to morphisms. That is what we
understand by elimination of higher-order quantification.
To see how this might work, assume that we have a morphism gm ′ which is an
extension of a “given” morphism gm, as in the definition of ex-valid-gm-extension.
We also know the domain of gm ′, usually from the source graph to which it is
applied. We can then apply the following lemma, which gradually reduces the
domain of gm ′, thereby introducing the desired elements b in the target graph,
until we end up with the known morphism gm.
lemma dom-reduce-insert:
(dom gm ′ = insert a A) =
(∃ b gm ′′. gm ′ = gm ′′(a7→b) ∧ gm ′ a = Some b ∧ dom gm ′′ = A)

At first glance, it seems that we have not made much progress when applying
this lemma in a proof, since the morphism gm ′ may still occur elsewhere in our
goal. However, we can make gm ′ disappear if it only occurs in predicates that are
“point-wise true”, such as the welltypedness property of morphisms:
lemma welltyped-gm-restr-comp: a ∈ dom gm =⇒
welltyped-gm (gm |‘ (insert a A)) tpsrc tptgt tp =
(welltyped-gm (gm |‘ A) tpsrc tptgt tp ∧ welltyped-gm [a 7→ the (gm a)] tpsrc tptgt tp)

5

Conclusions

We have described a formalization of graph transformations in the Isabelle proof
assistant, have demonstrated properties such as type preservation and hinted at
how to eliminate higher-order quantification.
In future work, we intend to develop problem-specific simplification strategies
which are applicable to verification problems expressed in restricted logical fragments, for example cardinalities of edge sets or reachability problems. Here, we
hope to profit from some of the analyses for graph transformation systems mentioned in Section 1.
Furthermore, we intend to develop a small programming language which allows
for a more fine-grained control of the application of rules (with sequential and
parallel composition and possibly nested loops) and provides an annotation language
for invariants.
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